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 . Photo: extravaganzi.comWhole-home audio, or distributed audio, is an increasingly popular way for homeowners in new and existing houses to enjoy music and radio broadcasts in every room. Separate zones can be created so that multiple musical choices can be played simultaneously - soothing
classical in the den, talk show radio in the kitchen, and downloaded hits for the kids in the entertainment room. Control units are available to easily manipulate volume, skip songs, and select specific rooms from any number of locations. Speakers When planning a full-home audio system, homeowners
must determine the system size, controls, and whether the system should be a zone or multiple zones. First, decide how many rooms should contain speakers, and how many speakers to install per room. Homeowners can install speakers in just one room, or in each room, depending on their budget. For
proper stereo sound, two speakers per room are recommended, although it is common to see a speaker in a hallway or a small bathroom. Larger rooms may need more than two speakers for best sound quality. Speakers included in a home theater system can also be connected to the audio system for
the entire home. It's becoming increasingly common to see home noise in outdoor places as well. The poolside, decks, terraces and lawn areas are frequent gathering places for family and guests, where outdoor speakers provide the benefits of an outdoor room. Outdoor speakers often require more
power to generate sufficient sound and will require weatherproof. Homeowners can also consider in the ground or hidden landscape speakers that look like stones and other garden features. Room speakers can be wall-based (also called built-in or recessed speakers) or standalone. Wall speakers are
installed to be flush with the rest of the wall. They can be painted to match the décor and mix with the rest of the room. Standalone speakers include cabinet speakers resting on furniture or bookshelves, and floor speakers that can be placed anywhere in the room for ideal sound. The budget will also
dictate the size, quality and shape of your speakers. Display speakers can be round or rectangular, and will vary in size (measured in inches) and capacity (measured in watts). Camouflaged speakers are made to look like other home décor elements, such as sconces or light fixtures. The size and types of
speakers may depend on a homeowner's taste and perception of good sound, says Mike Brunner, Senior Technical Support Specialist for NuVo Technologies in Nubrin, KY. The type of music to be played can also affect speaker selection, he says. Some speakers don't have the total frequency range, so
critical listening is excluded. A speaker that will deliver the full range is more expensive and will have treble, medium and woofer drivers. A cheap tweeter will not provide rich, low notes, so a quality experience when playing music is excluded. Cheaper speakers will be good for voice radio and lower
quality recordings. What a consumer should look for when choosing speakers is the frequency response range of the speaker. The greater the range, the richer the sound. Controls speaker volume, room selection and audio output can be controlled from the source equipment, from a remote control and/or
from individual wall-mounted controls installed in all rooms with speakers. Wall-mounted keyboards or rings can adjust volume, skip tracks, control other audio source equipment, or do all of the above. High-end wall-mounted keyboards include colored digital displays that replicate an iPod display,
allowing users to browse a music collection by artist, album, or song, with album art displayed during playback. Single-Zone or Multi-Zone Audio Systems A zone can be one or more rooms. Cheaper home-source audio systems are usually single-zone and play the same music from the specified audio
source. A multi-zone system provides more listening options and audio sources, requires more equipment than a single zone system, and costs more to buy and install. Single and multi-zone systems require a distribution box (also called headend), one or more amplifiers, additional source equipment
such as CD and mp3 players, or docking stations for iPods. Some installation methods and manufacturers will also require additional equipment. Other considerations Homeowners who want to retrofit an existing home with an all-home sound system may not want to open walls and run new wire.
Fortunately, wireless systems are available, and although more expensive, you allow for multi-zone capacity and impressive expansion capabilities. The location of the headend should allow easy access because it is the origin point of all wires and audio sources. Depending on the homeowner's
preferences, it is common to see headend and source equipment located in the basement, where it is hidden, or in an entertainment center, as in the family room, Brunner says. Environmental considerations are equally important since this equipment can generate significant heat. Adequate ventilation is
a must – a separate cooling system or fans may be best for larger systems. This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We can receive
commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. The best home theater system should support surround sound, 4K HDR and have review, so you can connect the receiver to multiple devices. The advantage of picking up a system is that it offers easy setup, but you should still provide space to
expand the setup in the future. For a home theater setup on a budget, take a on our general list of the best home theater systems under $500. Otherwise, read on below to see the best home theater system. What we like THX certified speakers Speakers are wall-mountable Connect up to 6 devices What
we do not like reports of failing receivers Non-returning Reports of failing speakers If you are an avid PC player (or use your computer to stream movies and music regularly), check out logitech z506 home theater system. The entire system is optimized for use with computers, game consoles and mobile
devices. The THX certified speakers can be mounted on the wall to create a truly customized surround sound experience. Compact, perfect for small TV stands or limited-space desktops, the receiver has both digital and analog connections, so you can use it with everything from modern PC rigs to retro
gaming consoles. You can easily connect up to six different devices and switch between them with the included remote control. As a whole, the system delivers up to 500 watts of stable, consistent power and peaks of 1000 watts when you need absolutely rum-shaking sound. The speakers and
subwoofer use 5.1 Dolby Digital surround sound, so you never miss audio details in music, movies, and games. What we like wireless fast and easy set up Analog, optical, and Bluetooth connections What we do not like reports of inconsistent performance Reports of speakers disconnecting receiver
Reports of bad remote controls The biggest problem with setting up any home theater or surround sound system is figuring out how best to place and hide the wires that connect the speakers to the receiver. With the Enclave Audio CineHome home theater system, you don't have to worry about it. The
entire system is wireless, eliminates the need for connection cables and allows you to customize the layout to fit strangely shaped rooms. Smart Center acts as a central hub and allows you to connect multiple systems together without needing another receiver. The five speakers use 5.1-channel Dolby
Digital surround sound to provide a truly cinematic experience. Smart Center has three HDMI inputs as well as an HDMI through, CEC and ARC connections. The receiver also has a Bluetooth connection and uses an app to connect your smartphone or tablet to the system and download firmware
updates. Setting up the CineHome system is quick and easy; the system is ready to go straight out of the box with a plug-and-play setup process. What we like Best Acoustimass system Great for large rooms Color-coded cables / connections for easy setup What we do not like wall mounting brackets not
including Reports of damaged speakers Cable management can be difficult If you are willing to spend a little more on your home theater system to achieve a higher caliber listening and viewing experience, turn your head to bose Acoustimass 10. system system the best Acoustimass product and
produces the high-quality sound you expect from Bose. It delivers powerful bass as well as crisp mid- and right-wing sound. The speakers have been redesigned with a slimmer profile for a more modern style and flush wall mounting. Setting up your Acoustimass 10 system is quick and easy with color-
coded cables and connections. The subwoofer module has descending drivers that use your floor to create a greater bass impact for a more dynamic listening experience. The module also has rubber feet to protect wood floors, laminate or tile floors from scratches and dents. What we like Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth connection Stream music from multiple sources Multi-room casting What we do not like reports of audio distortion The calibration process can confuse People looking for a home theater system to primarily stream music should consider the Yamaha YHT-5950U system with MusicCast. This
receiver is Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enabled for connecting to a variety of devices, TVs, and computers. It also has AirPlay, so you can easily stream your iTunes or Apple Music playlists. You can connect Spotify, Pandora, Sirius internet radio, TIDAL and other music streaming services directly to the receiver
as well. The system is compatible with MusicCast 20 and MusicCast 50 wireless speakers for true surround sound. You can place them in different rooms in your home, so you can enjoy your music wherever you are. The system also features Yamaha Parametric Room Acoustic Optimizer (YPAO) and a
microphone designed to accurately adjust the sound from your system by listening to how the sound responds to the room. What we like Ultra compact design Tweeter speaker including SoundMatch tech for smooth transitions What we don't like If the living room or media room is short in place, but you
will have a home theater system that is big on sound, check out the SVS Prime Satellite speaker system. The five speakers and subwoofer have an ultra-compact design that is perfect for rooms where space is for a first class. The subwoofer measures only 13 inches so that it can be hidden away behind
a sofa, TV stand, or even a curtain. It is built with an aluminum truncation ring to reduce distortion and a molded ABS plastic and fiberglass basket to precisely adjust the components for superior bass.  The speakers include a single aluminum dome treble for exceptional high tones and four slim mid-range
speakers to provide a fuller sound when streaming music or movies. The system utilizes SoundMatch 2-way crossover technology for smooth transitions between sound frequencies and directional sound. The Black Ash veneer adds a touch of classic style that will complement almost any living room or
media room décor. The 2.1-channel Samsung HW-R450 is a good starting point as a home theater for Samsung TV owners. That said, work with other brands as well. The soundbar works plug-and-play, automatic pairing with the wireless subwoofer provided that both are connected and have power.
There is also Bluetooth so you can play music from your phone. When it comes to interesting features, the soundbar has a smart sound mode that analyzes content to optimize audio settings. Game mode does something similar, which increases in-game sound effects. Finally, if you want to build out to a
full home theater facility at a later date, you can pick up a wireless surround set to get the full setup. Final Verdict The best home theater system for most people is the Logitech Z506 (view at Best Buy). It offers robust surround sound on THX certified speakers, can connect up to 6 devices and works for
both TVs and PCs. We also like Enclave Audio CineHome 5.1 (viewing on Amazon) for its wireless connection, fast, easy setup and abundance of connections. Surround sound - Want to be surrounded by the action of your favorite movies? For those seeking a room-wide experience, keep your eyes
peeled for 5.1 or 7.1 surround sound offerings. A 5.1 system will offer two rear, two front, one mid-channel and one subwoofer, while a 7.1 will contain two additional speakers for the sides. 4K and HDR - Not all recipients will support newer technologies such as 4K video or standards like Dolby Vision
HDR (high dynamic range). If your TV supports these capabilities and you want to take advantage of them, make sure the recipient can handle the job. Pass-through - How many items do you have in your home theater system? Make sure you select a recipient that can handle the number of devices you
want to use. For example, someone with a cable box, Apple TV, PlayStation and Xbox needs at least four inputs. Inputs.
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